
CERTAIN TYPES OF INVOLUTORIAL SPACE TRANSFORMATIONS*

BY

F. R. SHARPE and VIRGIL SNYDER

1. Introduction

1. Involutorial point transformations of space that have a surface of in-

variant points can be derived from (2,1) correspondences between two

spaces ( x ) and ( x' ), namely, the transformation which interchanges the

two points in ( x ) that correspond to the same point in ( x' ). The corre-

spondence between (x) and (x') may be expressed algebraically by three

equations reducible to the form

pXi = fa(xi, x2, x3, x4) = fa(x) (i = 1,2,3,4).

In our preceding paper on this subject t it was supposed that one of the

equations expressing the correspondence was bilinear in (x) and (x'). This

restriction is here removed. The purpose of the present paper is to establish

a general method of determining the basis elements of the web of surfaces

4

^aifa- = 0
i = l

and to enumerate the possible types of associated involutions, when the order

of the surfaces of the web is not greater than five.

It is shown that each surface of a web of quartics through a curve of order 8

and genus 2 is invariant under two distinct involutions whose product is dis-

continuous and of infinite order. These surfaces are similar to, but distinct

from, the Fano quartics through a curve of order six and genus 2. Other

interesting cases are those in which the surfaces of branch-points 7/ in (x')

are quartics. The focal surface of every line congruence of order two appears

among them, and a number of others which together form an uninterrupted

chain, having common properties. The surfaces K of coincident points in

(x) are birationally equivalent to L', and have a different system of inter-

esting properties.    When the surfaces of the web are quadrics, 7/ is the

* Presented to the Society, September 3, 1919.

t These Transactions, vol. 20 (1919), pp. 185-202.
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sixteen nodal Kummer surface and K the Weddle surface. This case is well

known* but the other cases are believed to be new.

The problem reduces to that of finding a web of surfaces J2 a» 4>i = 0 having

the property that any three surfaces of the web intersect in two variable

points. The method has two advantages: first, the involutorial character

of the correspondence between the two points (a;) is assured; second, certain

properties can be more easily discovered in ( x' ), and then interpreted in ( x ).

2. General formulas. For convenience of reference the following formulas,

due chiefly to Noetherf are here collected. If two surfaces Fni, Fni of orders

ni, re2 contain a curve Cm of order to and rank r to multiplicities ii, ii, then

the residual intersection CM meets Cm in

(1) t = to ( i2 rei + ii n2 — 2ii i2 ) — ii i2 r

points and has the genus

(2) pim4-n2- 4) - iii + ii- 1)t4-1.

If Fni, Fn¡ have Cm to multiplicities %%, i2 and also Cm' to multiplicities i[, i'2,

and Cm meets Cm' in s points, then C„ meets Cm in r — i' i' s points, and Cm'

in t' — (iii'2 4- ii i'i — i'i i'2)s points, provided ii ¡^ i{, i2 is i'2.

If Cm is ¿3-fold on a third surface F„3, then Cm is equivalent to Em points of

intersection of the three surfaces, where

(3) Em = mi i2 i3 rei + i3 ii n2 4- ix i2 n3 — 2¿i i2 i3 ) — ri\ i2 i%.

The equivalence of Cm and Cm' is

(4) Em 4- Em' — (i2 i's ii 4- i¡ il i2 4- i[ i'2 i3 — i[ i'2 i'3)s.

The postulation of Cm, ¿-fold on Fn, is

(5) Pm -Í^~1[min 4- 2) -2-^ ir 4- 2m)Y

For Cm and Cm', ¿-fold, ¿'-fold respectively, the postulation is

(6) Pm 4-Pm> ~^iï 4-1) i3i-ï 4-1)s.

* Hudson, Rummer's Quartic Surface, Chapter XV.

V. Eberhard, lieber eine räumlich involutorische Verwandtschaft, 7. Grades . . . , Breslau

Dissertation, 1885.
Snyder, An application of the (1,2) quaternary correspondence to the Kummer and Weddle

surfaces, these Transactions, vol. 12 (1911), pp. 354-366.
t Noether, Sulle curve multiple di superficie algebriche, Annali di Matemática,

series 2, vol. 5 (1871), pp. 163-177.
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The postulation of an /-fold point through which pass j branches of an ¿-fold

curve is

(7) \il + 1 ) U + 2) - |(t + 1) Í31 - 2i + 2)j.

The genus of the variable curve of intersection of two surfaces of the

web can also be found from the Riemann-Roch theorem for surfaces. If we

assume the surfaces cí>¿ ( x ) = 0 of the web to be regular, we have

(8) r = pa + n — it + 1,

in which r = 2, the dimensionality of the system of curves on a fixed surface

of the system, pa is the arithmetic genus of the surface, n = 2, the number

of points in which two curves of the system intersect (grade of the system),

and it is the genus of the curve.   Hence the

Theorem. The genus of a variable curve of intersection of two surfaces of the

web is one greater than the arithmetic genus of a general surface of the web.

Moreover the order of L', the surface of branch-points in ( x' ), is 2ir + 2.

A plane in ( x ) meets K in a plane curve ( Si, K ). The image of Si is a surface

s'n; the image of K is L'. The image of (*i, K) is the contact curve of s'n

and L'.

The image sN of Si in the involution 7 in (x ) passes through (si ; K). The

residual intersection of Si with sN has for image a double curve on s'„. The

basis points and fundamental elements will be discussed in connection with

each case.

3. Simple basis curve. If the surfaces of the web are of order n and have a

simple basis curve Cm of genus p and have £ simple basis points, we have

from (3)
(3» - 4)to - 2p + 2 + £ = n3 - 2,

and from (5)
,  ,   ,   ,     (n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)

nm — p + 1 + £ = -^-4.

4. Quadrics.    If n = 2 we have the following cases.

A. to = 0, £ = 6.       B. to = 1,£ = 2.       C. to = 2, p = 0, £ =0.

The case A is the well-known correspondence in which K is the Weddle

surface and L' the Kummer surface. In case C it can be shown that a

line joining conjugate points in (a;) passes through a fixed point so that

the involution is of the monoidal type already considered by Montesano.*

Case B can be transformed into the special case of C in which the basis

conic-consists of two intersecting lines. A similar case exists in which the

quadrics have 2 basis points and also touch a fixed plane at a fixed point.

* Montesano, Su le trasformazioni involutorie monoidali, Istituto Lombardo,

Rendiconti, series 2, vol. 21 (1888), pp. 579-594.
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2. Webs of cubics

5. From the preceding formulas we have

5to - 2p + 2 + £ = 25,       3m - p + 1 + £ = 16

and find the following possible forms of basis elements.

A. Three mutually skew lines «i and four points P,.

B. Rational quartic curve ßt and three points P,.

C. Quintic curve /38 of genus 2 and two basis points P,.

2). Sextic curve /36 of genus 4, and one point P.

These four cases will be considered in turn.

6. Case A. The image of a plane s[ in (a;') is a cubic surface *3 in (x),

passing through the three lines a¿ and each of the points P,. A line c\ of ( x' )

is transformed into a sextic curve c6, the residual intersection of two cubic

surfaces of the web. It meets each line a» in 4 points and passes simply

through each point P,-. The image of a point on a, is a straight line in (x').

As the point describes a,- the image line describes a rational ruled surface At

of order 4. The images of the points P¿ are planes ir¡. A plane s\ has a sextic

surface s'6 for image, and a line Ci has a space cubic curve c'3 for image. A line

meeting a,- has a fundamental line, generator of At-, and a conic for images.

The lines meeting «i, a2, «3 have points of a curve p' for images. The curve p'

is therefore the image of the quadric R2 determined by ai*, a2, «3. Since every

plane «i in ( x ) meets every generator of 2£2 in one point, the image surface s¡¡

contains p' as a simple curve. Moreover, R2 meets every cubic surface s3

of the web in 3 generators, hence p' is a space cubic curve. A straight line C\

meets R2 in 2 points, hence the image cubic c3 meets p'3 in 2 points. The

image of any line of P2 belonging to the same regulus as a,- is p'3 itself.

A line through P, has for image a conic and a line in 7r¿. Through P,- passes

one line ¡7,-, k 1 meeting ak, a¡. The image of this line consists of three

fundamental lines and a point G¡, *j. This point lies on all the sextic sur-

faces sé since Si meets git ki in a point. In (a;) are 12 such lines g and in

( x' ) are 12 such points G'.

An s'i through p3 has for images in (a;) the quadric R2 and a surface St

through «i, «2, «3, having double points at each P,. Two quadrics through

p3 meet in a bisecant of p3. The image quartics St meet in «i, a2, «3, in c4

the proper image of c[, and in a rational curve pg of order 9, having a triple

point at each P¿, and meeting each a, in 4 points.

In ( x' ), L't does not contain pá, but meets it in 6 points of contact. The

image of L't is 2sT6. The jacobian of the web tj>i consists of Ke and of R2,

hence Ko contains each a, to multiplicity 2, and each point P, to multiplicity 3.

The surfaces Ks, R2 intersect in a\, a2, as, each taken twice, and in 6 gen-

erators, images of the 6 points of contact of L't and p3.
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Among the cubics 0, there is one having a double point at P,-. Moreover,

there is a pencil of cubics containing P¿ Pk. No nodal cubics are included

in this pencil. The image of the line P» Pk in ( x' ) is a straight line. The

complete image of this line in ( x ) consists of Pi Pk and of a residual c5, hence

the line in ( x' ) is a bitangent of ¿1. The line P¿ Pk meets R2 in two points,

through each of which passes a generator meeting ai, a2, a3. Hence these

lines lie on every cubic of the pencil containing P, Pk. The proper residual

is a space cubic curve passing through the two remaining basis points and

meeting each line a¿ twice. Since P¿ Pk meets K6 in two points, the cubic

also passes through these points.

The image plane of a nodal cubic (node at P,) touches L\ along a conic,

since its images in (x) consist of P¿ and the cubic surface. Any line in the

plane is a bitangent of ¿¡. The images of the line consist of Pi and of a

rational sextic curve c6 having a node at Pt. The line of intersection of the

image planes of two nodal cubics contains two double points on L\.

The image in ( x ) consists of the two points and of two fundamental cubics,

each passing through both basis points, and one remaining basis point; the

lines ai are bisecants of the cubic curves. The four nodal cubics have for

images the planes of the tetrahedron having the double points Pi for vertices.

Hence through each image cubic curve pass three nodal cubic surfaces. Since

P'i is on ¿4, the four cubic curves p3 are all on K6.

The nodal cubics \pi also contain the lines gik. Their image points Q'ih

are double points on L\ and lie on every s'6 of the system.

These results are expressed by the following Table.

s'i ~ s3 : E«¿ + E Pis

c\~cñ,p = \;        [c6,a,-]=4,        [c6,P¿] = l,

a ~ Al : p's,    P¿~7r¿,    P2:Ea~P3,    *i ~ s'n ■ pá,    Ci~c3;     [c3,p3] = 2,

#6 : E «? + E P' + 12ff< + 4p3 ~ L\ : 12<?'2 + 4P'2.

7. The involution I.    We may now write at once

si ~ i« : E <*\ + E P\ + 12a + 4pl,

ai ~ Aio :al + 2a3 + ZlPli,        P2 : E «» ~ P9-

The planes a, Pk contains gk.n and gk, ¡*. The image of this plane is

Aio, i, ypk and a proper quadric through the other two fundamental lines

and the other fundamental points. The plane and the quadric together

form a cubic surface of the web. The image plane in ( x' ) touches L[ along a

conic; the conic contains 5 points C?i and one point Pi, all double on L\.

Since each nodal cubic contains three lines </, it follows that the image plane
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contains three points G'¡ ; it also contains three points P¿. Hence the surface

L'i has 16 double points and 16 singular tangent planes; six double points

lie in each singular tangent plane and six singular planes pass through each

double point. Thus, L\ is the Kummer surface. This involution cannot be

reduced to that defined by a web of quadrics through six points (Art. 5,

Type A). The jacobian of 7 is made up of the three surfaces Ai0, the quadric

7i2, and the four nodal cubics having nodes at the basis points, each taken

twice.

8. Case B. Let the rational quartic curve be ß4, and the three basis points

be Pi, P2, P3.    We then have

s't ~ s3 : ß4 + Y, Pi,

ci~c5, p = l;       [05,184] = 10,       [c5,Pt] = l,

184 ~ B[0 : p'3,       7i2:/34~p2,       si ~ 55 : p2 + 9G\

Through each point P¿ can be drawn three lines g meeting ßi in two points.

The images of these lines are points G'. The three nodal cubic surfaces

(having nodes at P, ) have a common cubic curve p3 whose image is a point P',

common to the three singular planes, images of the nodal cubics. The residual

intersections of the nodal cubics are three fundamental conies A2 whose images

are points 77'.

There is a (1,2) correspondence of the Geiser type between the plane of p2

and of Pi P2 P3; the fundamental points are P, and the four points on /34.

The residual image of p2 is a plane quartic curve p4 having a double point

at each point P¿, meeting j34 in four points, and meeting R2 in four other

points, all on K6; through each passes a fundamental line /.

In the involution 7 the results are

*i ~ sn : ß\ + £ P\ + 99i + (R, P) + 4t + 3A| + pi,

ßi~Bu:ft + Y,PW       P4~7i2:/34,

(R, P) = plane section of R2 by Pi P2 P3 •

In every case the image of a basis point is the surface of the web having

that point for node.   This will be understood in all subsequent cases.

The surface L\ has 13 double points and three singular tangent planes.

It is the complete focal surface of a line congruence of order 2 and class 5.*

* Kummer, lieber die algebraischen Strahlensysteme, in's Besondere über die der ersten und

zweiten Ordnung, Abhandlungen der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften

zu Berlin,  1866, see pp. 88-94.
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9. Case C. Let the quintic curve be ft and the basis points P,-. Then

we may write

*'i ~ s3 : ßb 4- 2Pit

ci~c4, p = 1;       [c4,(3B] = 8,       [ci,Pi] = l,

ß6 ~ B'g + p'i ,   7i2 : ßs ~ pi,   «i ~ «i : pi + 8(7'.

The nodal cubics intersect in the two fundamental conies p2.   The residual

image of p[ is pi = Pi P2.    This line meets R2 in two points through each of

which passes a line t lying on R2 and K6.   The images of these lines in (a;')

are the points of contact of pi and L\.

In 7 we have

si ~ «9 : ß\ 4- 2P\ 4- 8g + 2p| + 2* + Pl,

ft -Bis-.ßl + 2P\,       pi~R2:ßi.

The surface ¿Í has 10 double points and 2 singular planes.

10. Case D. Given any point A in ( x ). The quadric through ß6 and any

plane through AP form a composite cubic of the web. The line AP meets a

proper cubic of the web through A in a third point B. The points A, B,

conjugate in the involution 7, are therefore always collinear with P, hence

this involution is of the monoidal type, and will not be considered further.

3. Web of Quartics

11. Simple basis curves. If the basis curve is simple, the web has no

basis points. From the preceding formulas the only condition to be satis-

fied is
4to - p = 30.

If ßm is not composite, m = 11, 10, 9, or 8. The first of these cases was

discussed as Type 7 in our previous paper.* The others will be designated

by A, B, C, and discussed in turn, thus:

A.   m = 10,     p = 10,       B.   to = 9,     p = 6,       C.   to = 8,    p = 2.

12. Case A. The image of a plane ii being a surface «4 through ßio, it

follows that the image of a line c[ is a sextic c6 of genus 2 meeting /3i0 in 22

points.   A curve of order to and genus p has

((to - 1) (to - 2) - 2p) {{m __ 1} (m _ 2) _ 2p _ 8m + 22)

(9)
-24(TO-2)(TO-3)(m-13)

*L. c.
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quadrisecants.* Hence the curve ßi0 has x = 31 quadrisecants whose images

in ix') are points. The curve may also have conies, cubics • • • meeting it

in 8, 12, 16 • • • points whose images are also points. Let the numbers of

these be y, z, u ■ • • respectively. The image of Si in I is s23 having /3io 6-fold.

Since L' is of order 6, therefore K is of order 12 with ßi0 triple. The plane *i

meets its image s23 in (*i, Kn) and a residual in having the points (*i, ßio)

triple. The image of on in ( x' ) is the double curve 8' of s'7. A fundamental

curve of order & meets Si in k points which are simple on ( *i, Ki2 ) and k — 1-

fold on Su.

The genus of on is therefore 15 — 3z — 12u — 30» — 60w. The surface s'6

being rational it follows that the postulation of 8'7 for the adjoint quadrics

of s'o is 10. To a fundamental curve of order k corresponds a ( k ( k — 1 )/2 )-

fold point of 8'7, hence by formula (7) we have

10 = 14 - ps; + 1 - 2z - 8w - 20» - 40w.

The number of branch points in the (1,2) correspondence between the points

of 8'7 and 8n is therefore, by the Zeuthen formula,

i] = (30 - 6z - 24m - 60» - 120«; - 2)

- 2( 10 - 4z - 16m - 40« - 80w - 2)
= 2z + 8m + 20» + 40w + 12.

The 132 intersections of on and («i, Ki2) are made up of 90 on ßi0, of a

simple intersection at two points for each of the y conies, a double point on 5n

simple on Ki2, at three points for each of the z cubics, etc., and r; other inter-

sections, hence
2w + 6z + 12m + 20» + 30w + r¡ = 42.

The intersection of s2i and Ki2 consists of ( si, Ki2 ), of ßio taken 6-fold on s2i,

3-fold on Ki2, and of fundamental lines, conies, etc., hence

x + 4w + 9z + 16m + 25» + 36m> = 84.

Similarly, considering the intersection of two surfaces s23 of the web, we find

x + 8w + 27z + 64m + 125» + 216u> = 146.

From these equations we have the only possible solution

x = 31,       y - 11,       3-1,       77 = 14.

We have therefore for the correspondence

s[ ~ Si : ßio,       c'i~c6, p = 2,       [c6, j3io] = 22,

si~s'o:31G' + llP'2 + Q'\

_ Kn : ß10 ~ L'o : 31G'2 + UP'2 + Q'2,       /310 ~ B'22.

* See Pascal's Repertorium, 1st edition, vol. 2, p. 231.
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In the involution 2 we have

*i ~ «23 : ßl + 310 + llpi + ql,       fro ~ Bss : ß\l

Each St of the web is a Fano surface. *

The effect of the involution on curves belonging to a surface of the web

may be very easily obtained from the results just given; they lead at once

to the theorems given by Severi.f

13. Case B. We first find x = 30 by formula (9), then, proceeding as in

Case A, we obtain y = 12, z = 5, hence

s'i-^st-.ßg,       c[~c1,p = 2;        [c7,ft]=26,       »i~*i,       ft~2?26,

Kn : ßl + 30<7 + 12p2 + 5q3 ~ U : 30G' + 12P'2 + 5Q'3.

In 2 we have

*i ~ S27 : ßl + 30<7 + 12p! + 5q¡,       ft ~ Pi04 : ft29.

14. Case C.    Here the characteristics are

5Í~A4:ft,       ci~c8,p = 2;       [c8, ft] = 30,

ft ~ B'so,       *i ~ «s,       Ki2 : ft3 ~ L'e.

In 2 we have

si~s31:ßl,       ft~Pi2o:ft31,

x = 31,       y = 10,       z = 9,       u = 1.

Each surface of the web of quartics is invariant under I. Any two surfaces

of the web meet in ft and in a curve c8 with similar characteristics. There

exists a web having c8 as basis curve, every surface of which is invariant

under a second involution I'. Every surface of the pencil of surfaces con-

taining both ft and c8 is invariant under both 2 and I', but not point for point.

In fact the transformation II' is non-periodic for points on a given surface F

of the pencil, as we proceed to prove by the method of Severi.| Let \Ct\

denote the system of plane sections of F.   Then

ft = 4C4-C8.       [Ct,Ct] = á,       [C4,C8] = 8,       [ft,C»] = 2.

By the involution 2 a plane is transformed into a surface of order 31, having

ft 8-fold while \C%\ remains invariant.   Since |C4| and |C8| constitute a

* Fano, Sopra alcune superficie del quarto ordine rappresentabili sul piano doppio, R e n d i -

conti  del  Reale  Istituto  Lombardo,  series 2, vol. 39 (1906), pp. 1071-1086.

t Seven, Complementi alia teoría delta base per la totalità delle curve di una superficie algébrica,

Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 30 (1911),

pp. 265-288.
t L. c.
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base on F, the involution 7, for curves on F, is completely expressed by

C4~31C4-8(4C4 - Ca) =8Cs- C4,       Cs ~ C».

Similarly, 7' is expressed by

C4~8ft-C4,       &~fo,

that is, by
C4~31C4-8C8,       C8~120C4-31C8.

Hence, 77' is expressed by

C4~929C4-240C8,       Cs ~ 1S0C4 - 31C8,

which is non-periodic.   We have therefore proved the following

Theorem. A quartic surface through a general curve of order 8 and genus 2

is invariant under a discontinuous non-periodic group of birational trans-

formations.

15. Case D.    In this case m = 7 and p = — 2.    We find

s'i^Si-.ßT,       c'i~c9, p = 2;       [c9,/37] = 34,

si ~ s'9,       Kii : ß7 ~ L'6.

In the involution 7 the relation is

«i ~ *36 : ß?•

From the intersection of 7li2 and s36 we obtain the equation

x + Ay + 9z + 16m + 25» + 36w = 219

and from the intersection of two surfaces 536,

x + 8y + 27z + 64m -I- 125» + 216m> = 623.

The postulation for «35 gives

y + 4z + 10m + 20» + 35w = 88.

Two cases are possible. When ft consists of a rational quintic ß& and two

lines, a, on, we find x = 31, made up as follows: first, 185 has one quad-

risecant, by formula (9) ; the surface of trisecants of /36 is of order 8, hence 8

lines meet either line and meet j86 in three points; finally, the congruence

determined by the two lines a has 16 lines in common with that of the bisecants

of (86. These results can also be found by other formulas. * The only possible

solution for the remaining unknowns isv = 8,z = 10,M = 4,» = w = 0.

Here a ~ A2i : ßt + at + a7, ttl ~ ^24 : ßl + aï + a6, and ßb ~ Tigs : ßf

+ 20:22.

* See Pascal, 1. c, page 231.
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In the second case ß7 consists of two space cubics and a line. Here x = 34,

consisting of 12 bisecants of one cubic meeting the line and the other, and

of 10 bisecants of both cubics.   The only solution now is

y = 4,       z = 16,       u = 0,       v = 1,       w = 0.

For the line we have

a~A2i:a7 + 2ßl,
and for each cubic

ß3 ~ Bx : ali + j835  + ß\*.

16. Double basis curve. When the web of surfaces of the (1,2) corre-

spondence are of order n and have a common double curve of order m and

genus p, the equivalence is ( 12ra — 32 ) m — 16p + 16 and the postulation

is ( 3n — 4 ) m — hp + 5. If there is also a simple basis curve of order to'

and genus p' meeting the double curve in * points, the additional equivalence

is ( 3n — 4 ) m' — 2p' + 2 — 55 and the additional postulation is nm' — p'

+ 1-2«.
17. Quartics with a double line a. In this case the preceding formulas

become
8m' - 2p' + 2 - 5s + £ = 30,

4m'-p' + l-2» + ¿ = 18,

hence £ + s = 6 and 4to' — p' = 11 + 3s, of which the possible solutions are

£ s m'        p'

A 4 2 4-1
B 3 3 5          0
C 2 4 6          1
D 1 5 7          2
E 0 6 8          3
F 0 6 7-1

18. Case A. The simple basis quartic consists of two conies ß2, ß2, each

meeting a once.    Hence

s[ ~ Si : a2 + ß2 + ß* + 4P,

c'i~cg, p = l;       [a,cs] = Q,       [ß2,ca] = 7,       [/32,c8] = 7,

so that a ~ A'6; ß2 ~ B-,; ß2 ~ B'7. The lines meeting a, ß2, and ß2 lie on

a ruled quartic P4 having a triple, which meets a quartic surface of the web

in 6 generators whose images are coplanar points on the sextic curve p¡¡,

image of P4. The image of a basis point P is a singular tangent plane w'

of L\. The complete image in (x) of t' is the point P and the quartic of

the web which has a node at P. There are 12 other singular tangent planes

of L{ corresponding to the composite quartics of the web, one of whose com-

ponents is either:  (1) the plane of the conic ß2 or ß2, (2) the plane of a and a
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point P, (3) the quadric through a, ß2 or ß2 and two of the points P. There

are also 16 fundamental curves in ( x ) whose images are points double on Z4,

namely, 8 lines through the points P, meeting a and ßi or ft, the line of inter-

section of the planes of ßi, ßi, a quintic curve common to the four nodal

quartics and 6 cubic curves, each lying op 3 of the nodal quartics. The

existence of the last seven curves follows from the fact that since two quartics

of the web meet in a c8 of genus 1, two nodaj quartics must meet in a composite

c8 consisting of a quintic through the points P meeting a, ßi, and ßi each in

4 points, and a cubic through 2 nodes meeting a in 2 points and each conic

in 3 points. Jt is readily verified that in each singular tangent plane of L\

are 6 double points.   The surface L\ is thus the Kummer surface.

The image of L\ is K% : a* + ßl + ßl meeting P4 in 12 generators r, images

of the 12 contacts of p'6 with L\. The residual image in (a; ) of pé is a curve p29.

This follows from the fact that the image of *i is s's whose residual image in ( x )

is s27 : a13 + ßl + ßl + 12r, meeting P4 in 29 generators whose images in 7

are the 29 points in which si meets p29. A line meeting p'6 has for image a o¡

meeting a in 5 points and each conic ß2 in 6 points, hence

a ~ A'<¡ : pé;       ßi ~ B'7 : p'6;       ßi ~ B'7 : p«.

The characteristics of the involution 7 are therefore

si ~ s27 : a13 + ft* + ft7 + 4P8 + 12r + p29,

a ~ Aio : a10 + fi + "ßl,       ß2 ~ P24 : ccn 4-ßl+~ß\,

~ß2 ~ P24 : a11 + #+¡85,       p29 ~ P4 : o? + ß2 + ft.

This transformation cannot be reduced to either of the previous ones in

which K is equivalent to the Kummer surface.

19. Case B. The simple basis curve is now a rational quintic ft, meeting

a in 3 points.   The web has three isolated basis points P.

s[ ~ Si : a1 + ß5 4-3P,

ci~c7, p = 1;       [a,cj] = 5,       [ft,c7] = 13,
so that

a ~ A'i,       ft ~ Pis.

The bisecants of ft which meet a lie on a ruled quartic P4 having a triple

and meeting a quartic of the web in 5 generators whose images are coplanar

points on the quintic image curve p'6 oi P4. The image of a basis point P

is a singular tangent plane it' of L\, whose residual image in ( a; ) is the quartic

t of the web having a node at P. There are 3 other singular tangent planes

of L'i corresponding to the 3 composite quartics of the web; one of the com-

ponents is the plane ir through a and a point P.   There are 6 lines g, two
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through each point P, meeting a and ft. The curve ft has a four-fold secant

d, having a point D' for image in ( x' ). Two composite quartics meet in a

conic yik, having a point T'ik for image.    Thus

[a, Yu] = l,       [ft, 712] = 5,       [P3,7i2] = l.

A composite quartic meets a nodal quartic in a cubic ft* having a point B'ik

for image.

[a,ft3]=2,        [ft,ft3]=6,        [P2,ft3]=[P3,ft3] = 1.

Finally, all the nodal quartics pass through a common quartic ô

t«,ô] = 3,       [ft,S] = 7,       [P,5] = l.

The relations, of the lines and surfaces are represented by the following

Table

Su ffji í/í.1 ?12 022 932 712 713   I   723   I   023   I   013   I   ß

f\ *\

fi fi

ft V3

H

4"¡

<l>%

The surface L\ has 14 double points and 6 singular planes. In each singular

plane lie 6 double points, lying on a conic. Through 6 of the double points

pass 2 singular planes, and through the remaining 8 pass 3. The surface is

that discussed by Kummer.*

The image of L't is 2sT8 : a4 + ft2, meeting P4 in 10 generators r, images of

the 10 contacts of p'5 with L't. The residual image of P4 is pn. This follows

from the fact that the image of S\ is s'7 : p's whose image in (x ) is s23 : a11

+ ft6 + lOr; it meets P4 in 19 generators, images of the 19 points in which

Si meets pi9. Since a line meeting p'6 has for image a sextic meeting a in 4

and ft in 11 points, we see that a ~ A'5 : p'6 and ft ~ B'l3 : p'*.

In I we have

si ~ «23 : a11 + ft6 + 10r + pM,       a ~ A1S : a8 + ft,

ft~P44:a20 + i2,        P~^:a2 + ft + P2,        p19 ~ P4 : «3 + ft,

x = 7,       y = 3,       2 = 3,       u - 1.

' L. c, p. 87.
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20. Case C. In the web are two composite quartics and two nodal ones.

There are four lines g. The curve ft has 2 four-fold secants di, d2 apart

from a; they have points D[, D'2 for images. The 2 nodal quartics intersect

in 2 space cubics y having the characteristics

[a,7]=2,        [ft, 7] = 6,        [P,7] = l.

The image of each is a point in ( x' ).

The nodal quartics intersect the composite quartics in a pair of conies

conjugate in I and in the quartic curve 54 having the scheme

[«,«,]= 2,        [ft,54] = 10,        [P,54] = l.

The surface L\ has 12 singular points and four singular planes; 6 double

points lie in each singular plane. It is not a focal surface of any line con-

gruence of order two.    We may now write

s[~si:a2 + ß6 + 2P,        [a, ft] =4,

c[~c6;       p = 1;       [c6,a]=4,       [c6,ft] = 12,

P4 : a3 + ft ~ p4;       a ~ A't : p4;       ft ~ B'l2 : p4 ,

«i~«¡:p.,       tf8:a4 + ft2 + 8r~L4:12P'2.

In the involution I we have

»i ~ s« : a9 + ft5 + 8r + pu,        a ~ ^4i2 : a6 + ft3,

ft ~ Pmo : a18 + ft11,    pu ~ P4 : a3 + ft,    P ~ ¿,

x = 6,       y = 4,       z = 2.

21. Case D.   We may write at once

s[~si:a2 + ß7 + P,        [a, ft] = 5,

c;~c6, p = 1;       [cs,a] = 3,       [c6,ft] = ll,       [c6,P] = l,

P4 : a3 + ft ~ ps;       a ~ ^3 : Ps!       ft ~ #ii : p3 ,

si ~ s's : p¡;       K8 : a* + ß27 ~ I* : 10P'2.

In the involution I

Si ~ s16 : a7 + ft4 + 6r + Ps,

a~^8:a4 + ft2;     ft ~ Ä« : <*15 + 010;    Ps ~ P4 : a3 + ft;    P~^4,

x = 6,       y = 4.   The lines are 2 through P and 4 quadrisecants of ft.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 8
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22. Case E.    Here we have s[ ~ s4 : a2 + /?8, [ a, ßs ] = 6.

c\~Ci, p = 1;       [Ci,a]=2,       [c4,/38] = 10,

Ri : a3 + ßs ~ p2;        a ~ J2 : pá;        ft ~ 58 : pá ,

*i~*4:pí;       #8:a4 + /3l~Z; :8Z)'2.

In / we have

*i ~ «ii : a5 + ßl + 8d + 4r + Pl,

a~^4:a2 + /38 + 8d;      ft ~ £32 : a14 + $;      Pl ~ #4 : a3 + &.

23. Case F. In case m = 7, p = — 1, then 5 = 6 and £ = 0. The basis

curve consists of a rational sextic ßo which meets a in 5 points, and a line ä

meeting a but not meeting ßo. Through ßs pass <x>1 cubic surfaces, the

residual intersection consisting of the four-fold secant d of ßo, and a counted

twice.*

In the pencil of cubic surfaces is a ruled cubic R3 having a for double direc-

trix, and d for simple directrix. Let a be defined by Xi = 0, x2 = 0, and a by

Xi = 0, x3 = 0. Then if F = 0 is any cubic of the pencil and S = 0 any

quartic of the web, we may express the correspondence by

x[=xiR3,       x'2 = x2R3,       x'3 = xiF,       x'i = S

and
s'i ~ St : a2 + a + ßo.

Since
[a, ßo] = 5,        [a,a] = l,        [a,ft]=0,

we have

c'i~Ci, p - 1',       [c6,a] = 2,       [c5,a] = 3,       [c5,/36] = ll,

Xi = 0 : a + S ~ p' ix'i = 0, xá = 0),

A3 : «2 + ft-~ f (si - 0, ZÍ - 0),        ßo ~ fi'„ : p' + r'b,

a ~ zi =0 counted twice,       a ~ A3 : r  + p',       si ~ 5¡ : r'   + p',

ci~c¡,p = 0;       [c4,r'] = 3,       [cl,p'] = l.

Let a meet jR3 in P, apart from a. A plane passed through any generator h

of R3 and P cuts A3 in h and in a conic. The conic passes through P, through

the point ( h, a ) and through five points of ßo not on h. Since the image of a

point on a is a conic, and of a point on ßo or a is a straight line, it follows

that the image of the conic is a point.   As h describes R3 the image point

* Noether, Zur Grundlegung der Theorie der algebraischen Raumcurven, Abhandlungen

der königlich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu

Berlin vom Jahre 1882.   See page 86. Case a'0.
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of the associated conic describes r'. The image of a plane x\ = rx2 through

r' consists of R3 and of the plane Xi = tx2 through a. The complete image

of the latter plane consists of A'3 and .of the plane x[ = tx2 taken twice. A

straight line in x[ = rx2 has for image the intersectioh of the plane xx = tx2

and a general quartic s of the web. It consists of the fundamental line a

and of a general cubic through the point on a and the six points on ft. Hence

the (1,2) correspondence between the two planes is of the Geiser type, having

the points on ft and on a for fundamental points. The line in (x') meets r'

in a point whose image is a conic, intersectioh of 7?3 and S. The plane xi = tx2

meets the conic in P and in one other point lying on the nodal cubic curve in

which the plane meets R3. This nodal cubic is the image of the point on a

in the involutioh 7. As r varies, the nodal cubic describes 7?3, hence we see

that the image of ü"3 in 7 is the point (a, a).

Let gi, g2 be the two generators of R3 through (a, a), and let n define

the plane of the pencil xi = tx2 through o¿. The nodal cubic now consists of

the conic and g{. In a general plane the jacobian of the net of cubics, a

sextic having double points at all seven basis points, is the partial section of Ks

by the plane. In the plane t, the conic is part of the jacobian, hence the two

conies lie on K's. Since the image of r' is composite, we conclude that r' is a

bitangent of L\, the points of tangency being at the image points of the two

conies on K%.

A rational ft has a ruled surface of trisecants of order 20. Since a is a

five-fold secant, it counts for 10 trisecants, hence a meets 10 others. In the

planes of the pencil Xi = tx2 these lines lie on the jacobians of the net of

cubic curves, hence these 10 lines all lie on K3 .

The plane Xi = 0 meets ft in one point 77 not on a. A line through 77 in

this plane goes into a point of p'. The lines 77P and d constitute a composite

conic on R3, the image of which is the point (0,0,0,l)in(x'). The two

lines of the pencil 77 which lie on 7l8 have for images the points of contact

of L\ and p'. To the points (X) of any line g through 77 correspond the

elements in the plane x[ = Xx3 through G'.

In 7 we now have

$1 ~ 5i2 : a5 + ä4 + ßl.

24. The fundamental line a. To obtain the images of the points of a,

first consider the straight lines meeting it. In the equations x\ = Xi R3,

etc., replace Xi by kx3, x2 by ¿ix4 and divide by x\. Then replace x3 by 0 to

obtain the image of the point ( 0, u, 0, 1 ). The resulting equations have

the form x[ =0, x2 = u(k, u), x'3 = k(k, p), x\ = (k, u), all the second

members being non-homogeneous polynomials of order 2 in & and in u. By

eliminating k, we have a conic containing the parameter u to degree 8, of
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which 6 roots (intersections with ft and with a) are constant, hence there

results a quadratic system of conies

p2C 4-pC' 4-x'iU' = 0,

having the section of L\ by the plane a;i = 0 for envelope. Similarly, by

eliminating p we obtain the quadratic system

k2C'i + kC¡ 4-x'3u' = 0.

Every direction in the pencil determined by p and k has the same image

point in ( x' ).

By regarding p, k as non-homogeneous poinc coordinates in an auxiliary

plane tr, the preceding equations define a ( 1, 2 ) correspondence of the Geiser

type between a;i = 0 and ir.

Now let a plane Si meet a in pi and another plane s2 meet a in p2. The

conies c'2ipi), c'2ipi) meet in four points, each of which has two images

ip,k) on a. Let them be (pi,kn), (pi,kn), ipi,k3i), (pi,ka) and

(Pi, ka), (pi, ka), ÍPí, k32), ipi, ki2). These directions define 4 tangent

planes to the image *i2 of s2 at p-i and of the image *i2 of Si at p2 respectively.

To obtain the tangent of the fifth branch of any Su at p, consider the

section of Si with its own image si2. It consists of ( si, 7i8 ) and a residual

c4 in ( 2, 1 ) correspondence with the points of the double cubic curve 5' of s's.

The double cubic meets r' in the points of contact of L\ and r', images of the

two conies (R3, Ka) and meets p' in a variable point M2.

The curve c4 has a double point at T, where «i meets a. We have seen

that every plane Xi = ra;2 through a is invariant in 7. It meets «i in a line

whose image is a curve of order 8, meeting it in 6 points on Ks and in a pair

of conjugate points in 7. As r varies, these conjugate points describe c4.

When t = 0, the points are p and a definite point M. The line MH is on si2,

and forms, with fundamental lines, the complete intersection Xi = 0, Si2.

The conic c2(/x) meets x's = 0 (& = 0) in two points M[ = ip, 0) and

i~p, k) and M2 = ip, Ä;i)*and (jui, 0). The double curve 8' passes through

M'2 and its tangent fixes X. The direction of the tangent to c4 at p is in the

plane ki.
Now consider any point Í in ij =0. Draw the line DH, and call the

point in which it meets a by its parameter p. The conic c2 ip) defined by

this point meets p' in D\ and D2. The value of k defined by D2 is therefore

independent of X on the line DH. Any plane si meets a¡i = 0 in a line having

a point on every line g through 77. The image of this point is a definite

element of a, hence the following

Theorem. All the surfaces sn have a common tangent plane at every point

of a.
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The table for I may now be written as follows:

5i ~ «12 : a8 ( one branch fixed ) + a4 + ft3,       a ~ ( X\ = 0 taken twice ),

5~4:a3 + ä3 + ft2,       ft~P28:au + ä10 + ft,       (a,ä) ~ R3„

x = 10 + two lines zi = 0 on K$,       y = 1 + two conies of R3 on 2sT8.

4. Web of quintics

25. Simple basis curve impossible. For a simple basis curve of order to

and genus p we require

Uto - 2p + 2 + £ = 123,       5to-p + 1 + £ = 52.

Hence m — £ = 19, 6to — p = 70. If £ = 0, then to = 19, so that the

residual intersection of two quintics of the web is a sextic curve of genus five,

which is impossible; if £ = 1, the residual is a quintic of genus five, which i&

also impossible, and so on.

26. Double basis line a and simple basis curve ß of order to' and genus p'.

Here we have

Uto' - 2p' + 2 - 5s + £ = 79,       5to' - p' + 1 - 2s + £ = 36,

so that p' + 3s = 6to' - 42, and s + £ = to' - 7.

The variable curve of intersection of two surfaces of the web is of genus 3.

Pass a plane through a. It meets the surfaces of the web in cubic curves,

any two of which meet in 9 points of which to — s are on ft, and therefore

9 — to + s on the variable curve of intersection. Thus to — s S 7, and

consequently £ = 0. The variable curve meets a in 12 — s points, and

meets ft+, in 44 — 3* points.

A surface A4 contains a and passes through ft+8. The image of A4 is a

straight line 6' in (x').   We may now write

í'i ~ s6 : a2 + ft+,;        [a, ft+,] = s;       p of ft+, = 3s,

c'i~Ci4_„,       p = 3;       [a, c14_,] = 12 - s,       [ft+., Cm-,] = 44 - 3sr

A4 : a + ft+, ~ Ô',       si ~s'i4_, : ô'11-*,       a ~ 4'2_, : p'   *;

ft+. ~ B'tt-z, : Ô'37"3*,       En : a6 + ft2+, ~ ¿g : 5'4,

and in the involution 2

si ~s25-, :a17-« + ft3+,,

a ~ 44-. : a1^* + ft3+.;   *   ft+. ~ #67-3. : a48"3' + ft+..
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The range of variation of » is 0 Si í = 8, hence there are nine distinct

cases of involutions defined by qüintics having a double line.*

27. Quintics with a double conic.    From Article 16 we have

p' + 3s = 6m' - 25,       » + % » m' - 1.

The only possible solutions are £ = 0, and 7 ^= m' S 12. When ml = 7,

ß7 is composite and two types appear, each having p' = — 1. In the first,

ft = ft + «, the sextic being rational and not meeting the line a. In the

second case, ft = ft + ft, both rational. We have for all these cases (writing

to instead of m' )

s'i ~ sb : 72 + ft;        [ ft, 72] = m - 1,       p of ft, is 3m - 22,

c[ ~ ci7_m,     p = 2;      [ci7-m, 7¡¡] = 17 - m,      [ci7_m, ft,] = 49 - 3m,

72 ~ Tn-m : p'2;       Pi : 72 ~ p';       ft» ~ P«-3m : p',

Si-íí^p';       ür16:72 + ft\ + 3r~Z¿.

In the involution I we have

«i - Í83-6.» : 733_2m + ft17-1" + 3r +.p14_„,

72 ~ r83_6m : yf-im + ft7-m;       ft, ~ P244-i5m : 7'7-6m + &°-3m,

Ph-™ ~ Pi : 72;      x = (m3 - 24m2 + 197m - 402)/6.

28. Quintics with two non-intersecting double lines. The only possible

case is that in which the residual basis curve ft of order m is of genus 4;

there are 11 — m isolated basis points. The fundamental lines a and ä,

ft, lie on a ruled surface Rt of order 6, genus 4.    We now have, for 7 S m =i 11,

s[ ~ i6 : a2 + c7 + ft, + (H - m)P;       p of ft, is 4;

[a, ft] = [ä, ft] = m - 3,

cl ~ er/-™,       p = 1;       [cn-m, a] = [cvj-m, a] = 15 - m,

[Ci7-m, ft,]  =  12,

a ~ ^'15-m : Pi's-mî        ce ~ ^4i5-m : pís-mí        Pi6 : a3 + a3 + ft ~ p'w-^m ,

Pm ~ JÖ12 : Pl8—m! *1 ~ 5l7-m : Pl8-m,

Kio : cé + S4 + ßi + (36 - 2m)r + (H - m)P2 ~ Z4,

* The webs of quintics having a double line can be generalized immediately to surfaces of

order n having a to multiplicity n — 3.    The general involution is

Si ~ s9„_._20 : a9»-'-*8 + 0?+..

No new fundamental elements appear.
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and in the involution I

«i ~ *r»-5m : a31"2™ + ä31-2"1 + ßier™,

a ~ ^69-6« : a28_2m + S27-2"* + ft4"";       ä ~ As-s™ : a27"2*» + a2*-*», etc.

ft ~ P64 : a21 + «21 + ft2,       p^Rf.aO + ät-r- ft..

The order of p is m2 - 34m + 282.

29. Double space cubic 73.   The simple curve ft' satisfies the conditions

11m' -2p' + 2 - 5» + É = 23,

5m' - p' + 1 - 2s + £ = 14,

so that p' + 3s = 6m' — 8,s + i- = m' + 5.   The following cases exist.

ABCDEFGHI      J
m!.3       3       4       4       5       5       6       6       7       7

p'.1-2       1-2       1-2       1     -2       1-2

£.5       443322110

30. Case A.   This case is reducible to Case A of Article 5.

31. Case B. The simple cubic consists of two bisecants a, a of 73, and a

line ß not meeting 73.    Hence

»x ~sb:yl + a + ä + ß + 4P,

cí~Cio,      p = 1;      [cio,73] = 16,      [ci0,a] = 2,      [ci0,ß] = 8.

The bisecants of 73 which meet ß lie on P4 : 7! + ß and have for images

in (x' ) the points of a curve p'7. The quadric H2 through 73, a, ä and a

cubic through 73, ß, and the points P form a composite quintic of the web.

The image of H2 is therefore a line h' and the complete image of h' consists

of H2 and a quintic curve h6 common to the cubics of the pencil. The quadric

H2 meets any «6 of the web in a conic, the partial image of a point of A'. The

conic meets 73 in 3 points, a and a each in one, and ß in 2 points. The surface

Z4 has 16 singular tangent planes, images of the 8 composite quintics con-

taining a quadric through 73, «or a and one of the points P, the 4 con-

taining a plane through ß and a point P, and the 4 nodal quintics. Two

nodal quintics intersect in two quintic curves U. Through each point P

passes a bisecant g of 73 and a conic p2 meeting ß twice, 73 three times, and

a or a. There are also two lines d meeting y3,a,a, and ß. The four quintics

U s the 8 lines g, the 8 conies p2 and the 2 lines d have for images the 16 double

points of L'i.

The line h' is bitangent to Z4, the points of contact being D\, whose images

are conies lying on ÍÍ10 and H2. The curve p7 is tangent to Z4 at 14 points R',

images of 14 generators r in which Kw meets P4.
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We may now write

a ~ A'2 : h',      ä ~ A'2 : h\,      ß ~ B's : p7 + h'2,      y3 ~ T[6 : p7 + A'3,

*i ~ s[0 : A'2 + p7,      Ci~Cs,      p = 0;      [cs,A'']=2,      [ci, pi] =4,

2£io:7! + c*2 + ä2 + /32~Z;.

and in the involution I

s1~sil:ylB + as + ä* + ß\

a ~ 4 : 7Í + «2 + « + /32,       ä ~ 4¡ : 7I + « + ä2 + ß2,

ß ~ P32 : 732 + a6 + 56 + ß\       73 ~ T«, : 7I6 + <*13 + ä13 + ft4,

A6 ~ 2/2 : 73 + « + ä,       p46 ~ P4 : 73 + ft-

Each point P goes into the quintic of the web having a node at P.

32. Case C.   Here we have a quartic curve ft, p = 1,   [ ft, 73 ] = 5,

and 4 basis points P, hence we may write

s;~ss:7Í + ft + 4P,

d~c9,       p = 1;       [09,73] = 15,       [c9,ft]=9.

The bisecants of y3 which meet ft lie on P« : yl + ft and have for images

in (a;') the points of a curve p8. The surface L't has 10 singular tangent

planes, images of the 6 composite quintics of the web, one of whose com-

ponents is a quadric through y3 and 2 of the points P, and the four nodal

quintics.    Two nodal quintics intersect in a fundamental sextic a« meeting

73 in 10 points, ft in 6, and through the four points P, and a cubic ¿a meeting

y3 in 5 points, ft in 3, and through 2 of the points P. Through each point P

passes a fundamental conic P2 meeting y3 in 3 points, ft in 2 points, and a

bisecant g of.73. The sextic, the 6 cubics, the 4 conies, and the four lines

have for images the 15 double points of L't. The surface L't is the focal

surface of a line congruence of order 2 and class 3. The curve p8 is tangent

to L't at 16 points R', images of the 16 generators r in which Ki0 meets R*.

We may now write

73 ~ ris : Pi ,       ft ~ 2?9 : Ps,

s1~s'9:p's,       ci~c¡,       [cj,p¡] = 6,       Km : 7I + ßl ~ i4.

In 2 the results are

si-«38:73* + $, 73~r63:7l5 + ft3,

ft ~P39:73' + ft9, P45~ 2^:73 + ft-
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33. Case D. The basis quartic consists of two lines a, ä and a conic ß2,

each a bisecant of y3; the system has three basis points P.   We have therefore

s¡ ~ «s : 73 + « + ä + ß2 + 3P,

cí~c9,       p = 1;       [c9,73] = 14,       [Ci,a]=2,       [c9,ß2] = 8.

The quadric H2 through y3, a, and ct with a cubic of the pencil through

73, ß2 and the points P make up a composite quintic of the web. Hence the

image of H2 is a line h' whose image in ( x ) is H2 and the quartic A4 common

to the pencil of cubics. There are 10 singular tangent planes to L\, images

of the composite quintics of the web, one of whose components is either a

quadric through 73 and a or a and one point P, or the plane of ß2, or a

nodal quintic.

The nodal quintics have a common quintic curve, and meet by pairs in

one of three quartic curves. Through each point P passes a bisecant g of

73. In the plane of ß2 are two lines t meeting 73 and a ova. There are 6

fundamental conies, two through each point P, meeting 73 3 times, a, 5

and ß2 each once.

The quintic curve, the three quartics, the six conies, and the five lines

have for images the 15 double points of L\ .*

The bisecants of 73 which meet ß2 lie on a ruled surface Ri having 73 double;

they have for images the points of a curve p't touching L\ in 12 points R',

images of the 12 generators of jR4 on Kio ■   Hence we have

a ~ A2 : h',       â ~ A' : h',       ß2 ~ B's : h'2 + pé,       73 ~ T'u : h'3 + p'6 ,

' 7/2     , /
81 ~ s9 : A   + p6,

and in the involution J

*i ~ sa : 7s4 + <*7 + a"1 + ß\,        a ~ A8 : 7! + a2 + « + ß\,

ä ~ A\ : y\ + a + a2 + $, ß2 ~ B32 : 712 + a6 + ä6 + ß\,

73 ~ rM : 722 + an + än + ß\2, p32 ~ Ri : y\ + ß2, ht ~ H2 :y3 + a + 5.

34. Case E. The basis curve is a quintic /86 of genus 1, meeting 73 in 7

points.   There are three points P.   Here

s'i ~ *5 : 73 + ßf, + 3P,

ci~c8,       p = 1;       [c8,73] = 13,       [c8,/36] = 9.

* The arrangement of the double points on the singular tangent planes can be determined

at once from the preceding discussion of the curves on the composite surfaces of the web.

While L4 is the same in this as in the preceding case, the distribution of the fundamental

curves in (x) is quite different.
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The bisecants of 73 which meet ft lie on a surface P^ : 7! + ft and have for

images the points of a curve p7, touching 74 in 14 points R', images of the

14 generators r oi Re lying on Ki0.

The web contains three composite quintics of which one component is a

quadric through y3 and two of the points P; it also contains three nodal

quintics. Hence 74 has 6 singular tangent planes. There are 3 lines g,

bisecants of y3 through each point P; one trisecant d of ft meets 73. The

three nodal quintics have a common quintic curve and meet in pairs in one

of three cubics; there are 6 conies meeting 73 in 3 points and ft in 3 points;

two pass through each P.

The surface ¿1 has therefore 14 double points and is the focal surface of a

line congruence of order 2 and class 4.    We have

*i ~ *8 : pi,        ft ~ P9 : Pi,       73 ~ ri3 : p7 ,

and in the involution 7

»i~*m:YÍ* + #,       ft ~ £39:73° +ft9,

73~r63:7f +ft",        P32~ 7^:71 +ft.

35. Case F. The quintic basis curve consists of two bisecants a, 5 of 73

and a cubic ft meeting 73 in 4 points; there are 2 basis points P. We there-

fore have

s[ ~55 :7t+ <* + « +ft + 2P,

ci~c8,       p = 1;       [c8,73] = 12,       [c8,a] = 2,       [c8,ft]=8.

The quadric 772 through 73, a, and a with a cubic of the pencil through

73, ft and the points P make up a composite quintic of the web. Hence the

image of 772 is a line A' whose image in ( x ) is 772 and the cubic curve A3, com-

mon to the pencil of cubic surfaces. There are 6 singular tangent planes to L\

images of the four composite quintics of the web; one component is a quadric

through 73, a or a and one point P; the other two images are the nodal

quintics. The nodal quintics intersect in 2 fundamental quartics. There

is a bisecant g of 73 through each poïnt P, and there are four lines d meeting

73, a, a and ft.

There are 4 fundamental conies, each passing through one point P, meeting

ft in 3 points, 73 in 2, and meeting each bisecant a. Two conies constitute

the intersection of two of the cubics in the composite quintics. Finally,

there are 2 cubics, each meeting 73 in 4 points, ft in 4 points, each bisecant

in one point, and passing through one point P. The 2 quartics, the 2 lines g,

the 4 lines d, the 4 conies and the 2 cubics have for images the 14 double

points of LI, which is the same surface as in Case E.
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The bisecants of 73 which meet ft lie on a surface 724 : 7I + ft and have

for images the points of a curve p's which is tangent to L\ at 10 points 7Î';

these points of contact are images of the 10 generators of 7i4 which lie on Ki0.

Hence we may write

*i ~ i8 : A   + pe,

a ~ A'i : h',       a ~ A'2 : h',       ft ~ B'B : A'2 + p6,       73 ~ rI2 : A'3 + p8,

and in the involution 7

si ~ «31 : 7l2 + «* + ä6 + ft,        a ~ As : 7I + a2 + a + ft2,

ä ~ I8 : 73 + a + S2 + ft2,       73 ~ T« : 7Í8 + a9 + ä9 + ft0 ,

ft ~7f32:732 + <*6 + ä6 + ft8,    A3 ~ 772 : 7s + a + 5,   p2i ~ 7i4 :y¡ + ft.

36. Case G. Here we have a sextic basis curve ft of genus 1, meeting 73

in 9 points; there are 2 basis points P.   Hence

s[ ~ ss : yl + ßt + 2P,

c'i~cr,       p = 1;       [Oi, Yi] - 11,       [07, ft] = 9.

The bisecants of 73 which meet ft lie on Tie : 7! + ft and have for images

the points of the curve p6 which is tangent to i¡ in 12 points R', images of

the 12 generators of Tie on Tfio. The web contains one composite quintic,

one component being the quadric through 73 and the points P; there are

two nodal quintics. The surface L\ has therefore 3 singular tangent planes.

There are 2 lines g, bisecants of 73, through each point P; there are also 3

trisecants of ft which meet 73.

The two nodal quintics meet in a fundamental quartic and cubic. Through

each point P pass three fundamental conies meeting 73 and ft each in 3 points.

Hence the surface L\ has 13 double points and is the focal surface of a line

congruence of order 2 and class 5.*

We then have

*i ~ s'7 : p'e,       ft ~ B'9 : p't,       73 ~ Tú : pé ,

and in the involution 7

Si~s2o:y\l + ßt, 73~r43:737  + ßl,

ft ~ 7*39 : y? + ft9,        P21 ~ Tie : 7Í + ft.

37. Case H. The basis sextic consists of 2 bisecants a, a of 73 and a

quartic ft meeting 73 in 6 points; there is one point P.   Hence

*1 ~ «6 : 73 + ct + a + ft + P,

c'i~c7,      p = 1;       [07.7s] = 10,       [c7,a]=2,       [c7, ft] =8.

* Kummer, 1. c, pp. 88-94.
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The bisecants of 73 which meet ft lie on a surface P4 : yl + ft and have

for images the points of a curve pi which touches Z4 in 8 points P'; the points

of contact are the images of the 8 generators of P4 which lie on Kio. The

quadric H2 : y3 + a + ä and a cubic surface of the pencil through 73, ft,

and P make up a composite quintic of the web. Hence the image of H2 is a

line h' whose image in ( x ) is H2 and the conic h2 common to the cubics of the

pencil.

There are 2 composite quintics with one component a quadric through 73,

a or a and P; there is one nodal quintic. The line g is the bisecant of 73

through P. Three lines meet ft twice and meet 73 and a or a; the composite

quintics intersect each other and each intersects the nodal quintic in a funda-

mental conic; two of the conies pass through P, meet ft in 2 points, a3 in 3

points, and a or a in one; the third meets a and a, ft in 2 points, and 73

in 3 points. There are 3 fundamental cubics meeting a, ci, 73 in 4 points,

ft in 4 and passing through P.

The surface Z4 has the same form as in the last preceding case.

We have then

«1 ~ s'7 : h'2 + p'i,        7s ~ Tío :h'2-\-p'i,        a ~ A'2 : h',        ft ~ B's : p¡,

and in the involution I

*i ~ *» : 73° + «5 + £? + ft6,        73 ~ r36 : yl* + a7 + ä7 + ft8,

a~As:ys3 + a2 + ä + ßl,       ä ~ Ä~s : 7! + a + a» + ft2,

ft~P32:732 + a8 + ä8 + ft8,   h,~Ha:y, + a + ä,   p12~P4:7l + ft-

38. Case I. The basis curve is a ft of genus 1, with no five-fold secants,

meeting 73 in 11 points; there is one basis point P.    Here

»i ~ «s : 7l + ft + P,

c'i~c6,       p = 1;       [c6,73] = 9,       [c6,ft] = 9.

The bisecants of 73 which meet ft lie on a surface Pe : 73 + ft and have

for images the points of a curve p5, tangent to Zi at 10 points, images of the

10 generators r common to R* and Kw.

There is one singular tangent plane of Z4, image of the nodal quintic of the

web. There is one line g, bisecant of 73 from P, and 6 lines d, trisecants

of ft meeting 73, also 4 fundamental conies and one cubic. Hence Z4 has 12

double points. It is the focal surface of a line congruence of order 2 and

class 6.*

Hence

*i ~ s't : ps,       73 ~ T'9 : ps ,       ft ~ B't : p'„,

* Kummer, 1. c, pr>. 102-107.
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and in the involution 2

si ~s23 :7s + fts, 7s ~ T33 :7¡3 + ft,

ft-2*39 = 7" +ft9, Pi2-2*6:7! +ft-*

39. Case J. The basis curve consists of 2 bisecants a,'âoîy3 and a rational

quintic ft meeting 73 in '8 points, hence

si — s5 : 7! + oc + cc + ft,

ci— Co,      p = 1;       [c6,73]=8,       [c6,a]=2,       [c6,ft] = 8.

The quadric 222 : 73 + « + « and a cubic of the pencil through ft and 73

make up a composite quintic of the web. Hence the image of H2 is a line A',

whose complete image in (a;) consists of H2 and the line A, common to the

cubics of the pencil. The bisecants of 73 which meet ft lie on a surface

Ri : 7Í + ft and have for images the points of a cubic p3 tangent to ¿1 at

6 points, images of the 6 generators r common to P4 and to 2ii0. We have

therefore

si — s'e : A'2 + p3,        73 — r8 : A'3 + p'2,

a-4: A',       ft~fi8:"A'2 + p3,

and in the involution I

si - S21 : 7! + a4 + 54 + ft5,        73 - r2„ : 7s°  + a5 + ä5 + ßl,

ft - P32 : 73s + a6 + 56 + ft,        a - 4 : y\ + a2 + a2 + ft2,

P5 — P4 : 73 + ft,       A — H2 : y3 + a + ä.

There are 8 fundamental lines and 4 fundamental conies. The surface L't

is the focal surface of a line congruence of order 2 and class 6, without singular

planes.f
40. Quintics with a double quartic curve. The curve 74 must be of genus 1.

By Art. 16 we have

p' + 3s = 6m'-2,        £ + s = to' + 5,

the possible solutions of which are

m'     p' s j

A.3    -2 6 2

B.4    -2 8 1

0.5-2 10 0

* If ßj lies on a cubic surface (Noether, 1. c, p. 91), this surface contains yt and there is a
pencil of composite quintics. The corresponding involution differs somewhat from the type

just obtained.

t Kummer, 1. c, pp. 94-102.
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41. Case A. The simple basis curve consists of three bisecants of 74;

there are 2 basis points P. By means of a cubic transformation having

74 + 2a for a basis sextic of genus 3, the web of quintics can be transformed

into a web of cubics having a quartic curve of genus 1, a bisecant, and 2 basis

points for basis elements. The quartic and its bisecant constitute a quintic

of genus 2, hence this is included as a particular case of that discussed in

Article 9.

42. Case B. By proceeding as in the last preceding case, this is at once

reducible to that of Article 10.

43. Case C. The simple basis curve consists of a bisecant a of 74 and of

2 conies ft, ft each meeting 74 in 4 points.    We have therefore

*i ~ sb : 74 + a 4- ßi 4- ßi,

ci~c4,       p = 1;       [d,a]=2,       [c4, 74] = 6,       [c4,ft]=2.

The quadric 7i2 : 74 + a and a cubic of the pencil through 74, ft and ft make

up a composite quintic of the web. The image of P2 is therefore a line p'

having for image in ( x ) the quadric P2 and the line p common to the cubics

of the pencil. The quadric 772 : 74 + ft and a cubic of the bundle through

74, ft, and a make up a composite quintic ofthe web._ The image_of H2 is

therefore a point P'. Similarly, the image of 772 : 74 + ft is a point P'. We

have therefore

«i~í¡ :p' + P'+ P',        a~A'2:p',        ft ~ B2 : P',        ft~P2:P',

74~r6:p'2 + P'2 + P'2,

and in the involution 7

si ~ Í13 : yl + a3 + ßi 4- ft3,        a ~ As : yl 4- c? + ß\ 4-~ß\,

ßi ~ Bs : 7t + a2 + ßl + ft2,        ft ~ Bs : yl + a2 + ft2 + $,

74~ri8:774 + a4 + ft + ft.

The line p' is tangent to L\ at 2 points R', images of the 2 generators of

P2 on Tlio .    There are 8 fundamental lines.

44. Conclusion. This completes the consideration of involutions derivable

from (2,1) correspondences using webs of surfaces of order not greater than 5.

When surfaces of higher order are used, all the involutions associated with L'

oi order 4 are reducible to some type obtained in this paper.
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